Extension to Cellular (EC-500) is a feature that allows users to control how they receive the calls that come to their Avaya Campus PBX telephone. By enabling the EC-500 feature, calls can ring on the users' desk telephone and on their cellular telephone simultaneously. The end user can choose which device they wish to use for answering the call. Additionally, the user can choose to seamlessly transfer calls between the two devices, saving battery life and wireless minutes yet still allowing the user to remain mobile when they need to be.

**BENEFITS**

- Activate EC500 by pressing a button configured on the desk telephone or remotely using the cell phone.
- Control when calls come to your cell phone. Disable the feature on weekends or when you don’t want to be interrupted.
- One Number Reach: Leverage your campus telephone number and limit the availability of your cell phone number. Since callers can always be given your desk phone number, you can keep your mobility, yet still answer important calls.
- Save cell phone minutes and battery life by transferring calls to your desk phone when you are sitting at your desk.
- Ability to turn on and off Avaya desk phone features like “Send All Calls” and Call Forwarding, and to manage voice mail greetings and messages right from your cell phone.

**KEY FEATURES**

- Activate EC500 by pressing a button on the desk telephone or remotely using the cell phone.
- Control when calls come to your phone. Disable the feature on weekends or after hours.
- Leverage your campus telephone number for One Number Reach.
- Save cell phone minutes and battery life by transferring calls to your desk phone when you are at your desk.
- Free feature for all Avaya Campus PBX users.
- Calls answered on your cell phone will deduct minutes from your cellular plan.
- Compatible with every cell phone carrier and every cell phone that has a US phone number.

**Need more information? Call us at 517-353-5515 or visit us at http://www.telecom.msu.edu**